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SOULMATES? A MYSTICAL HOURGLASS? A TIMELESS LOVE?
Beth Parker is deeply in crush with Michael Bellamy. It began with a shared look and a smile many years
before, and he's been haunting her ever since.

She has became a successful erotic romance novelist under an assumed name, and Michael a documentary
filmmaker. Both living and working the City of Angels, they often bump into each other, and each time he
makes her heart race, and her stomach come alive with a strange churning.

What is the mysterious hold he has on her? Why does he frequent her fantasies, and oftentimes, inspire the
romances that come alive in her novels?

None of it makes any sense, especially since Beth harbors dark desires most men find threatening. Why does
she think Michael Bellamy might be different? Is there a cosmic connection waiting to be uncovered, and if
so, can the answers be found in a mysterious hourglass?
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From reader reviews:

Lisa Auyeung:

Now a day individuals who Living in the era just where everything reachable by connect with the internet
and the resources within it can be true or not involve people to be aware of each details they get. How
individuals to be smart in acquiring any information nowadays? Of course the correct answer is reading a
book. Reading through a book can help folks out of this uncertainty Information especially this The
Hourglass book as this book offers you rich details and knowledge. Of course the information in this book
hundred percent guarantees there is no doubt in it you may already know.

Victor Smith:

The book untitled The Hourglass contain a lot of information on the item. The writer explains the woman
idea with easy method. The language is very easy to understand all the people, so do not necessarily worry,
you can easy to read that. The book was compiled by famous author. The author brings you in the new age of
literary works. You can actually read this book because you can please read on your smart phone, or gadget,
so you can read the book inside anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you
can wide open their official web-site in addition to order it. Have a nice examine.

Cheryl Alexander:

As a student exactly feel bored in order to reading. If their teacher questioned them to go to the library as
well as to make summary for some publication, they are complained. Just very little students that has
reading's heart or real their hobby. They just do what the instructor want, like asked to the library. They go to
right now there but nothing reading critically. Any students feel that examining is not important, boring and
also can't see colorful photos on there. Yeah, it is to be complicated. Book is very important to suit your
needs. As we know that on this era, many ways to get whatever you want. Likewise word says, many ways
to reach Chinese's country. Therefore this The Hourglass can make you experience more interested to read.

Teresa Hanson:

Reading a guide make you to get more knowledge from it. You can take knowledge and information from a
book. Book is composed or printed or illustrated from each source which filled update of news. In this
modern era like now, many ways to get information are available for you actually. From media social such as
newspaper, magazines, science book, encyclopedia, reference book, book and comic. You can add your
knowledge by that book. Do you want to spend your spare time to open your book? Or just looking for the
The Hourglass when you required it?
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